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Western Australia is unlike the rest of the nation. Where the eastern coast of our country is 

awash with tepid browns and eucalyptus greens, the west resounds with red rock 

formations and turquoise waters. This land was no muse of the Heidelberg painters: it 

carries a different palette and, with it, a different sensibility. It is no wonder then that the 

many ‘westerners’ who move to the eastern cities experience a sense of diaspora, while 

never having left the country.  

 

Caroline Yuen’s recent series, ‘Modernism and Decay’, is an ode to Western Australia, 

where she lived for many years. The ochre of the earth, the black of newly burnt trees and 

the deep greens of waterholes appear anew in her sculptural forms. Drawing from her work 

as an architect, Yuen fashions her memories of Perth and The Kimberley into rusted steel 

sheets.  The metal surfaces appear at once rugged and weightless: grounded by the coarse 

texture of the steel and yet balanced in perfect contrapposto. Here, formal elements 

compete against the harsh materiality of rusted corten steel, a duality reflected in the 

artist’s practice.  

 

Yuen begins her process with a maquette. Taking a small sheet of paper she folds the two-

dimensional plane into an origami-like structure of diverging angles. Looking at the final 

sculpture, one can imagine unfolding the welded shapes into a horizontal plate, thereby 

returning the work to its flatness. Yuen translates the paper model into steel without losing 

the lightness of the original medium. Like those masters of modernist sculpture—Anthony 

Caro, Alexander Calder and Peter Cole—Yuen’s appears to assemble pure form itself: as if 

a stretching a geometric drawing into the physical world.  

 



Yet, unlike her predecessors, Yuen marries the lightness of design with a gritty materiality. 

Left in their preliminary state, the steel pieces would be slick, silver objects. However, 

building the initial structure is only the first step, after which Yuen begins the extended 

process of rusting her sculptures. The artist coats the metal in alternating layers of water 

and hydrochloric acid, returning to the works after many days to gradually build upon the 

strata of rust. Slowly, the modernist forms begin to decay. Like the red stains left on a once-

radical mid-century building, or the residue of rust that clogs a corrugated steel roof, Yuen’s 

surfaces seem weathered by the elements. The rust covering the sculptures is by no way 

even, creating tonal dips from pale ochre to deep red across the steel plane. In some 

pieces, Yuen has employed Kaffir Lime leaves so that the rust geminates in intricate, curved 

patterns. In these particular works, the artist’s fascination with the Western Australian 

landscape is most clear. The streaked and dimpled rust echoes the jagged gorges across 

the state: at once harsh and striking.  

 

And so, while detouring through Modernist history, we return to Australia’s western 

landscape. The delicate juxtapositions in Yuen’s work—brown against blue, rust against 

vanish, design against material—are all sourced, in some way, from the land itself. Perhaps, 

in Yuen’s minimal sculpture we find a new expression of the Antipodean landscape.  
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